
TOMICA, Japan’s first series of palm-sized diecast mini 
cars that was launched in 1970. At a time when foreign-
made mini cars were seeing booming popularity, the 
TOMICA brand was created out of the strong desire to 
have Japan’s children play with the miniature versions of 
the domestically manufactured cars they were familiar 
with, and today the series has been loved across three 
generations of parents and their children. A cumulative
1,140+ models have been released, with lifetime sales of
more than 725 million pieces (as of April 2023).

 In recent years, the lineup has been expanded 
beyond the staple products to include the Dream 
TOMICA series of collaborations with popular 
characters and IPs, as well as the TOMICA Premium 
series of high detail collectible models. In 2016, we 
undertook the full-scale launch of licensing activities 
for “tomica,” a brand for adults. We aim for this to 
be a brand that attracts the interest of a wide range 
of people regardless of age or gender and have 
expanded our licensing efforts to include apparel, 
stationery, lifestyle products and so on.

© TOMY

TOMICA, PLARAIL and LICCA are core products that support the TOMY Group’s growth. 
While preserving the fun of the original toys that a multitude of children have played with, 
we have evolved these toys in line with the times to create long-selling products that are 
always fresh and continue to be loved across generations.

Our Products
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The LICCA brand has been adored for more than 50 
years since her inception in 1967. Throughout this 
brand’s existence, we have launched products that 
embody the aspirations and dreams of children while 
continuously reflecting the changing times and trends. 
In recent years, we have been developing promotions 
to win the adoration of adults who grew up along with 
LICCA. LICCA is also expanding her role as a celebrity 
and has generated significant buzz on X (formerly 
Twitter) and Instagram, where she had approximately 
230,000 followers as of June 2023.

The long-selling railway toy brand, PLARAIL, celebrated the 60th anniversary of its launch in 2019, 
having been adored for three generations. The original PLARAIL product model was a train and rail 
set made of plastic and released in 1959, when plastic was a new material and toys were mainly 
made of metal or wood. Its distinguishing blue rails were sized for playing on the small round tea 
tables around which Japanese families of that time would gather and spend quality time. The brand’s 
rail size specifications have not changed over its 60-year existence, and the newest rails can still be 
connected to original rails from 1959. Moving forward, we will continue to develop the PLARAIL brand 
according to the same familiar and admired railway theme, releasing products that enable children 
to learn about society, encourage creativity and other child growth and development, and foster 
communication between parents and their offspring. Approximately 1,962 PLARAIL products have
been released in Japan, selling more than 186.4 million units (as of March 31, 2023).

© TOMY

© TOMY
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for a wide range 
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The TOMY Group owns more than 60 brands targeting children and adults. 
We develop a broad lineup comprising products in 14 of the 15 toy categories.

©TOMY    TM and ©2023, Wizards of the Coast, Shogakukan, WHC    ©T-ARTS    John Deereʼs products under license with Deere & Company.    ©TOMY ©Shogakukan 
Lamaze® is a registered trademark of Lamaze International, Inc.    ©Homura Kawamoto, Hikaru Muno, Posuka Demizu, BBXProject, TV TOKYO
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TOMY

DUEL MASTERS

This is a series of palm-sized animal 
figures that can be moved and played 
with that have been on the market since 
2013. The products can be enjoyed 
together with parents as elements of 
“three-dimensional animal encyclopedias” 
to stimulate the intellectual curiosity of 
children who are interested in different 
types of animals and their characteristics.

This major franchise has been developed 
as an original IP originating from toys 
since 1983 and celebrates its 40th 
anniversary in 2023. ZOIDS come with 
either electric motors or springs and 
feature the ability to move as if it were a 
real life form after assembly is complete.

TRANFORMERS is a global hit transformable
robot series that started in the United
States in 1984, with toys and animation
launched in Japan in 1985. Celebrating
its 35th anniversary in 2019, this series is
loved by two generations of parents and
children in more than 130 countries and
regions throughout the world.

TRANSFORMERS THE GAME OF LIFE

BEYBLADE X

Launched in 2002 as a full-fledged
trading card game easy for kids to play,
this popular series has shipped more than
7 billion units and every year numerous
regional events are held. At the end
of 2019, we also began distributing an
authentic DUEL MASTERS card game app.

© TOMY    ©1968, 2023 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved. ©TOMY    ©Homura Kawamoto, Hikaru Muno, Posuka Demizu, BBXProject, TV TOKYO    TM and ©2023, Wizards of 
the Coast, Shogakukan, WHC    ©TOMY  ShoPro

ZOIDS

This series of competition-style next-
generation spinning tops has recorded 
cumulative shipments of more than 520 
million units to more than 80 countries 
and regions throughout the world. In July 
of 2023, we launched sales of the fourth-
generation BEYBLADE X.

ANIA

The Game of Life was released in September 
1968 as a board game in which players spin 
a roulette wheel to advance through the 
squares with the aim of becoming millionaires 
through various life events. In 2023, the 
game celebrated its 55th anniversary and 
to commemorate the occasion we launched 
the eighth generation of the flagship The 
Game of Life board game.
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GROUP (DOMESTIC)

Develops a wide range of products 
including amusement machines, 
capsule toys, lifestyle products 
and stuffed toys.

T-ARTS Company, Ltd.

TOMY TEC CO., LTD. KIDDY LAND CO., LTD.

Boasting the top domestic share in railway 
models in Japan, this comprehensive 
hobby manufacturer is responsible for 
product planning and development, 
manufacture, sales and service.

This store specializes in toys, fancy 
goods, character merchandise and 
books. As the leader of the overall culture 
industry, it is sensitive to the times and 
constantly disseminates new information 
and trends.

©T-ARTS / syn Sophia / TV Tokyo / PCH3 Production Committee ©T-ARTS ©T-ARTS / B-SIDE LABEL
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TOMY International (OVERSEAS)

Toy versions of global agricultural 
vehicles. This lineup includes a variety 
of products for preschoolers as well as 
detailed replicas.

Based on its philosophy of offering 
children “a smarter way to play,” Fat Brain 
offers innovative and modern designs 
alongside toys that can be played with 
for years without getting caught up in the 
latest trends.

These are baby products to help 
raise children, including baby bottles, 
tableware and strollers.

JOHN DEERE
Fat Brain

THE FIRST YEARS

LAMAZE

Educational toys for infants 
tailored to development 
level and age. Developed 
with the advice of an infant 
development specialist.

BOON

Products that eliminate the 
inconveniences of childcare 
with simple and smart designs 
that also meet the desire for 
being fashionable among 
those raising children.

Games & Toys

We disseminate a wide array 
of games and toys for all 
generations that love asobi.TOOMIES

TOOMIES are a series of 
infant toys and bath toys 
that balance classic play with 
excitement, allowing children 
to become engrossed and 
enjoy play as they grow.

John Deere’s products under license with Deere & Company. Lamaze® is a registered trademark of Lamaze International, Inc.
©2003-2020 Fat Brain Holdings LLC. All rights reserved. All DC characters and elements © & ™ DC. WB SHIELD: © & ™ WBEI. (s22)
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